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ABSTRACT

CCS CONCEPTS

Black-box accumulation (BBA) has recently been introduced as a
building-block for a variety of user-centric protocols such as loyalty,
refund, and incentive systems. Loosely speaking, this building block
may be viewed as a cryptographic “piggy bank” that allows a user
to collect points (aka incentives, coins, etc.) in an anonymous and
unlinkable way. A piggy bank may be “robbed” at some point by a
user, letting her spend the collected points, thereby only revealing
the total amount inside the piggy bank and its unique serial number.
In this paper we present BBA+, a definitional framework extending the BBA model in multiple ways: (1) We support offline
systems in the sense that there does not need to be a permanent
connection to a serial number database to check whether a presented piggy bank has already been robbed. (2) We enforce the
collection of “negative points” which users may not voluntarily
collect, as this is, for example, needed in pre-payment or reputation
systems. (3) The security property formalized for BBA+ schemes is
stronger and more natural than for BBA: Essentially, we demand
that the amount claimed to be inside a piggy bank must be exactly
the amount legitimately collected with this piggy bank. As piggy
bank transactions need to be unlinkable at the same time, defining
this property is highly non-trivial. (4) We also define a stronger
form of privacy, namely forward and backward privacy.
Besides the framework, we show how to construct a BBA+ system from cryptographic building blocks and present the promising
results of a smartphone-based prototypical implementation. They
show that our current instantiation may already be useable in practice, allowing to run transactions within a second—while we have
not exhausted the potential for optimizations.

• Security and privacy → Distributed systems security; Public
key encryption; • Applied computing → Digital cash; Electronic
funds transfer; Secure online transactions;
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1

INTRODUCTION

In numerous user-centric cyber-physical systems, point collection
and redemption mechanisms are one of the core components.
Well-known examples include loyalty programs like the German
Payback system [33] or the UK-based Nectar program [4]. Users may
collect points at every purchase for being loyal customers (and for
revealing some information about their purchases). Later, collected
points may be redeemed in exchange for vouchers, services, or
other benefits.
In fact, many other cyber-physical systems try to incentify a
certain behavior of users by means of similar mechanisms. For instance, in envisioned mobile sensing scenarios [15], users should be
encouraged to collect environmental or health data measured with
their smart devices and provide this data (enhanced by location-time
information) to some operator. In exchange, users receive micropayments they can use to pay for services based on the collected
data. In Vehicle-to-Grid scenarios [27], e-car owners are rewarded
for the power their e-car batteries provide to the Smart Grid when
cars are parked at the mall, office, etc.
In [25] Jager and Rupp formalized the core functional, security,
and privacy requirements of a building block to realize the kind of
systems described above. Their new building block, called black-box
accumulation (BBA), consists of a set of non-interactive algorithms
to generate, manipulate, and show properties about a BBA token
(aka piggy bank). When correctly executed by legitimate parties,
it allows a user to collect positive points (representing incentives)
in an anonymous and unlinkable fashion. More precisely, in the
BBA framework we have four parties: user, issuer, accumulator, and

verifier. In the beginning, a user receives a BBA token generated by
the issuer (using his secret key) which is bound to a unique serial
number known to both parties. All points are collected using this
single, constant-size accumulation token. To this end, a user blinds
and unblinds the token before and after every transaction with an
accumulator (who uses the same secret key as the issuer). When
redeeming the token, the sum of all collected points as well as the
serial number is revealed to the verifier.
Obviously, obtaining and redeeming a BBA token is a linkable
operation as the unique serial number of the token is revealed in
both operations. A permanent connection to a database containing
serial numbers of tokens already redeemed is required to prevent
double-redemption (aka double-spending) of tokens. Hence, BBA
schemes are online systems. Moreover, the authors formalized a
rather weak form of security, by only demanding that a collusion
of malicious users may not be able to redeem more points than the
total amount of points issued to them. In particular, this does not
rule out that users may transfer points arbitrarily between their
BBA tokens (without help). Also, an “old” copy of a BBA token
(i.e., one not holding the most current balance) can be used for the
accumulation or redemption of points. In this way, a user could
easily get rid of “negative” points.
To summarize, the original BBA framework suffers from a number of serious restrictions including (1) fairly weak security guarantees, (2) the need of a permanent database connection, (3) the lack
of mechanisms to enforce the collection of “negative” points, and
(4) the linkability of token creation and redemption.
These shortcomings limit the applicability of BBA as a building
block in user-centric systems. For instance, loyalty system providers
do not want their customers to pool or trade their points, which is,
however, not excluded by the BBA security definition. Moreover,
customers should be allowed to partially redeem collected points.
To realize this feature with a BBA scheme, one would need to
redeem all points on a token, create a new one, and charge it with
the remaining (unspent) points. However, in this way all partial
redemptions of a customer are linkable.
Other applications requiring features beyond BBA are anonymous reputation systems where a central authority rates the behavior, reliability, or activity of users by issuing reputation points.
Similar to loyalty systems, it is undesirable that users are able to
pool or trade their reputation points. Additionally, it might be useful
in some scenarios to be able to issue negative reputation points either by subtracting points or having a separate counter for negative
ratings.
Yet another set of applications which benefit from stronger security, offline capabilities, and negative points, are pre- or postpayment systems. These systems are employed in many domains
like public transportation, toll collection, cashless canteen systems,
etc. In practice, such payment systems are typically implemented
using simple RFID-transponder or smartcard-based solutions like
the Mifare Classic [30], which essentially offers no security and
privacy at all ([16, 19, 20] and more), or the Mifare Desfire [31, 32]
also allowing to link all transactions.

1.1

Our Contribution

Definitional framework. We present the BBA+ framework
which addresses the restrictions of BBA discussed above, thereby
significantly strengthening the security and broadining the applicability of black-box accumulation.
Our framework offers the following additional features: We consider interactive algorithms (protocols) which leads to more intuitive definitions and broadens the class of possible instantiations.
The framework also supports the collection of negative points, and
a mechanism to identify users who present an old version of their
token (possibly having a higher balance than their most recent one).
Our security model is game-based. We formalize a stronger security property which captures the natural notion that the claimed
balance for each BBA+ token must be exactly the amount legitimately collected with this token up to this point. Note that due to
the strong privacy property that needs to be satisfied in parallel,
defining security is highly nontrivial. We resolve this issue by demanding that privacy can be removed by a secret trapdoor held by
a trusted third party or shared by a couple of semi-trusted parties.
Our security model consists of a reduced model and a full-fledged
model, where the full-fledged model additionally considers eavesdropping on honest users. In the full version of this paper [22], we
define the full-fledged model in detail. Moreover, we show that any
system secure in the reduced model is also secure in the full-fledged
model provided that we additionally encrypt all protocol messages
using an IND-CCA secure scheme.
Our privacy model is simulation-based. We define a strong form
of privacy, namely forward and backward privacy: An adversary,
including the system operator, must not be able to link transactions
of an honest user. This even needs to hold for transactions preceding
and succeeding (except the very next) a corruption of the user,
during which all of his secrets leak to the adversary. The set of
unlinkable transactions not only includes accumulation but also
point redemption. In this context, note that the lifetime of a BBA+
token is essentially unrestricted, and, in contrast to a BBA token,
does not end with the first redemption of points.
Details on our framework are given in Section 3.
Construction. We propose an instantiation satisfying the properties sketched above. This scheme is a semi-generic construction using public-key encryption, homomorphic trapdoor commitments, digital signatures, and Groth-Sahai (GS) non-interactive
zero-knowledge proofs over bilinear groups for which the SXDH
assumption holds.
To achieve freshness of tokens, we draw from techniques typically used in offline e-cash systems, namely double-spending tags.
Here, some double-spending tag, e.g., t := id · u 2 + u 1 mod p, needs
to be revealed when spending an e-coin. This tag contains user identity information id which is blinded by some secret user randomness
u 1 (which has been fixed when the coin was issued) and involves a
challenge u 2 freshly chosen by a merchant. No information about id
is revealed when the coin is spent once (as u 1 is uniformly drawn).
However, when the coin is spent a second time, a different challenge
u 2′ is used in the revealed tag t ′ := id ·u 2′ +u 1 mod p, while the user
randomness u 1 and id are the same (which needs to be enforced
by the protocol). This enables the bank to extract id using the two
double-spending tags t and t ′ and challenge values u 2 and u 2′ .

Let us briefly sketch our construction which follows but significantly extends the idea of [25]. For the sake of simplicity, each
user may only receive a single token bound to his ID. An initial
BBA+ token jointly generated by the issuer and the user essentially
consists of a (multi-)commitment c and a signature σ on this commitment under the issuer’s secret key. The commitment c contains
a user’s secret key sk U , a token version number s, the balance value
w = 0, and some randomness u 1 that will be used to generate a
double-spending tag in the next transaction. Note that sk U , s, and
u 1 are not known to the issuer but pk U , c, and σ are.
To add (positive or negative) points in an unlinkable fashion, one
cannot simply send over the token (c, σ ) to the accumulator. Instead,
the user sends a new commitment c ′ containing the same secret key
sk U , the same balance w, but a new token version number s ′ ,1 and
some new randomness u 1′ . Then he proves in zero-knowledge that c ′
is indeed a new, correctly modified version of his old certified commitment c. Additionally, the proof ensures that a double-spending
tag (encoding sk U ) along with the version number s for the old
token (c, σ ) is revealed. The version number is used to index the
double-spending tags in the database. If the accumulator accepts
the proof, the homomorphic property of the commitment scheme
is used to add v points to c ′ which is then signed. The new token
(c ∗ , σ ∗ ) is sent to the user. Verifying the balance of a token and
redeeming points works analogously, except that the balance w
is revealed to the verifier. Note that the computational complexity of all operations as well as the token size is independent of
the number of points to be transferred or stored. This concludes
the simplified description of our construction. More details can be
found in Section 4.
While our construction is fairly intuitive and draws from techniques also commonly used in e-cash or P-signatures, there are
technical differences to these concepts as explained in the related
work section. The main challenge was to carefully combine these
techniques into a protocol that it is both provably secure and efficient at the same time. For instance, proving that a token can
only be used with its legitimate balance is highly non-trivial. Other
technical challenges arise from building on the Groth-Sahai proof
system. GS proofs are efficient and secure in the CRS model but require particular care, as they are no proper proofs-of-knowledge for
witness components over Zp and not always zero-knowledge. For
example, to prove statements about shrinking multi-commitments
to Zp -messages, which we use to obtain compact tokens and proofs,
the employed commitment scheme needs to satisfy a non-standard
binding property (F -binding).
Implementation. In order to assess the suitability of our construction for real-world applications, we implemented our BBA+
instantiation and measured execution times on a smartphone. Our
implementation results show that all protocols can be executed
in less than 400 ms on the user side (for 254-bit Barreto-Naehrig
curves with optimal Ate pairing). This leads to the conclusion that
our instantiation is already usable in practice and can be efficiently
executed with current, well-established hardware. Details on the
implementation and measurements, as well as ideas for further
optimizations can be found in Section 6.
the new version number is jointly chosen by user and issuer. s ′ is only the
user’s share.

1 Actually,

1.2

Related Work

At first sight, the problem of privacy-preserving point collection
might appear easily solvable using (offline) e-cash: user and accumulator may execute the e-coin withdrawal protocol to collect
several points. All collected coins may later be redeemed using the
spend protocol (multiple times). However, besides not being very
efficient, because coins typically cannot be aggregated, this also
violates user privacy as in traditional offline e-cash, e.g. [12], withdrawing e-coins is identifying. This is because the identity of a user
needs to be encoded into an e-coin during withdrawal to enable
double-spending detection. In our system, we initially encode this
identity into the user’s token (aka wallet or piggy bank) which is
used to collect points and not into a point itself.
Even transferable e-cash, e.g. [6], does not achieve our goals. In
such a scheme, the ownership of a coin can be transferred anonymously and unlinkably between users multiple times without the
help of the bank. Applied to our scenario, an accumulator could
thus withdraw e-coins, possibly from the issuer acting as bank, and
transfer them anonymously to a user. However, an impossibility
result by Canard and Gouget [13] implies that an adversary impersonating issuer, accumulators, and verifiers would be able to link
a user’s collection and redeeming transactions. Moreover, transferable e-cash allows users to transfer e-coins arbitrarily among
each other, a property which is undesirable in our scenario as users
would be able to pool their points.
Besides BBA [25], which we already discussed, only [28] appears to consider a point collection mechanism as a multi-purpose
building block on its own. However, the proposed protocol—called
uCentive—targets a simpler scenario than we do: incentives are
not accumulatable on the user’s side but stored and redeemed individually, negative points are not supported, and double-spending
detection is done online rather than offline. BBA+ and uCentive also
differ regarding the use of cryptographic building blocks: uCentive
makes use of anonymous credentials and partially blind signatures.
Moreover, the security and privacy properties of their system are
only informally stated and no proofs are given.
BBA+ shares some aspects with the notion of priced oblivious
transfer (POT). POT was introduced by Aiello et al. [3] as a tool to
protect the privacy of customers buying digital goods. The goal is
to allow a buyer to purchase digital goods from a vendor without
leaking the “what, when and how much”. In the original notion of
POT, a user’s wallet is not possessed by the user itself. In [3] the
vendor manages this information. Consequently, user anonymity
cannot be granted and the system is inherently limited to a single
vendor. Camenisch et al. [11] extended POTs by anonymity of users
and unlinkability of individual transactions which brings it closer to
our framework. Nonetheless, the scheme is still limited to a single
vendor or a system where all vendors share a joint state in an online
fashion, whereas our system is an offline system. Moreover, [11]
lacks a rigorous formal treatment and an implementation.
The techniques we use to instantiate BBA+ bear some resemblance with P-signatures [8, 24] which have been introduced by
[8] as a tool to construct anonymous credentials. A P-signature
scheme is a two-party scheme between a user and an issuer. The
scheme combines the algorithms of a commitment scheme, a signature scheme and extends them by some additional zero-knowledge

protocols that allow the user to prove certain statements about the
commitments. More precisely, a user can generate commitments
to messages. He can ask the issuer to sign the original message
inside the commitment using the issuer’s secret key without the
issuer learning this message. Moreover, the user can prove that he
knows a valid signature on the message inside a commitment or
generate two new commitments and prove the equality of their
content. The scheme in [8] builds on weak Boneh-Boyen signatures
[9], Groth-Sahai commitments and Groth-Sahai NIZK proofs [21].
To instantiate a BBA+ scheme, properties beyond that of a Psignature scheme are needed. To see this, let us try to build a BBA+
scheme from P-signatures. We would like to embed our piggy bank
as a message, encoding the balance, a serial number, a user ID, and
maybe some additional information. This message could then be
blindly signed by the issuer using the P-signature scheme. To collect
some points, the user would generate a fresh commitment to the
message and send it to the accumulator along with a proof showing
that he has a signature on the message inside the commitment. Note
that this step can be done repeatedly using the same message, as Psignatures do not include a mechanism (double-spending detection)
to prevent a user from showing the same message twice. In fact, such
a mechanism is not required for standard anonymous credentials.
However, in our setting this is necessary as a user could present
an old piggy bank to collect or redeem points and thus get rid
of negative points. Apart from this, there are other shortcomings.
After a user proved that she has a valid piggy bank, it needs to be
updated by the accumulator to add new points. To realize this with
the P-signature scheme, the user would like to update the balance in
the old message accordingly, commit to this updated message and
prove that the two messages (for which the accumulator obtained
commitments) are closely “related” (i.e., only differ wrt. balance
and serial number). However, a P-signature scheme only offers
a protocol for showing that two commitments contain the same
message.
From a technical perspective, in our BBA+ instantiation, commitments rather than messages inside commitments as in [8, 24]
are signed. Thus, in combination with Groth-Sahai NIZK proofs we
make use of F -binding commitments (cf. Section 2.2) rather than
F -unforgeable signatures as in [8].

2

PRELIMINARIES

We make use of the common notation to describe cryptographic
schemes and define their security properties.

2.1

Bilinear Groups and Assumptions

The results of this paper are in the setting of asymmetric bilinear groups. We use the following definition of a bilinear group
generator.
Definition 2.1 (prime-order bilinear group generator). A primeorder bilinear group generator is a PPT algorithm SetupGrp that on
input of a security parameter 1n outputs a tuple of the form
gp := (G 1 , G 2 , GT , e, p, д1 , д2 ) ← SetupGrp(1n )
where G 1 , G 2 , GT are descriptions of cyclic groups of prime order
p, log p = Θ(n), д1 is a generator of G 1 , д2 is a generator of G 2 ,

and e : G 1 × G 2 → GT is a map (aka pairing) which satisfies the
following properties:
• e is efficiently computable
• Bilinearity: For all a ∈ G 1 , b ∈ G 2 , x, y ∈ Zp , we have
e(a x , b y ) = e(a, b)xy .
• Non-Degeneracy: e(д1 , д2 ) generates GT .
Our construction relies on the SXDH assumption in bilinear
groups, which essentially asserts that the DDH assumption holds
in both source groups of the bilinear map.
Definition 2.2. We say that the DDH assumption holds with
n
respect to SetupGrp over G i if the advantage AdvDDH
SetupGrp,i, A (1 )
defined by

gp := (G 1 , G 2 , GT , e, p, д1 , д2 ) ← SetupGrp(1n ) 

1
xy
′

x, y, z ← Zp ; h 0 := дi ; h 1 := дiz ; b ← {0, 1}  −
Pr b = b
y

 2
b ′ ← A(1n , gp, дix , дi , hb )


is a negligible function in n for all PPT algorithms A. We say that
the SXDH assumption holds with respect to SetupGrp if the above
holds for both i = 1 and i = 2.
We also make use of the Co-CDH assumption which is obviously
implied by the SXDH assumption.
Definition 2.3. We say that the Co-CDH assumption holds with
n
respect to SetupGrp if the advantage AdvCO-CDH
SetupGrp, A (1 ) defined
by


gp := (G 1 , G 2 , GT , e, p, д1 , д2 ) ← SetupGrp(1n )
Pr a = д2x
n
x
x ← Zp ; a ← A(1 , gp, д1 )
is a negligible function in n for all PPT algorithms A.

2.2

Building Blocks

For our semi-generic construction, we draw from F gp -extractable
non-interactive zero-knowledge (NIZK) proofs, as well as equivocal
homomorphic commitments, digital signatures, and public-key encryption which all need to be compatible with the proof system. In
the following, we describe these building blocks in an informal fashion appropriate to understand the construction. Formal definitions
can be found in the full version [22].
F gp -extractable NIZKs. Let R be a witness relation for some NP
language L = {x | ∃wit s.t. (x, wit) ∈ R}. Informally speaking, a
zero-knowledge proof scheme is a system that allows a prover P
to convince a verifier V that some x given to V is contained in L
without V learning anything beyond that fact. In a non-interactive
zero-knowledge (NIZK) proof, only one message, the proof π , is
sent from P to V for that purpose.
More precisely, a (group-based) NIZK proof system consists of
the algorithms SetupGrp, SetupPoK, Prove, and Vfy. SetupGrp(1n )
generates public parameters gp given implicitly to all algorithms.
The considered language L gp may depend on gp. SetupPoK(gp)
outputs a common reference string CRS. Prove(CRS, x, wit) outputs
a proof π on input of x ∈ L gp and a valid witness wit with (x, wit) ∈
R, else Prove outputs ⊥. Vfy(CRS, x, π ) outputs 1 if π is considered a
valid proof for x ∈ L gp , and 0 otherwise. The proof system is called
perfectly complete if Vfy(CRS, x, π ) always accepts proofs generated
by Prove(CRS, x, wit). It is called perfectly sound if it is impossible

to generate a proof π for x < L gp such that Vfy(CRS, x, π ) = 1.
Moreover, it is called perfectly F gp -extractable if there exists some
PPT algorithms SetupEPoK and ExtractW such that (1) SetupEPoK
outputs some CRS which is perfectly indistinguishable from a real
CRS as well as a trapdoor tdepok and (2) ExtractW is able to exploit
this trapdoor to extract F gp (wit) for an NP-witness wit for x ∈ L gp
from any valid proof π . Perfect F gp -extractability implies perfect
soundness. Note that if F gp is the identity function, then the system
is a real proof of knowledge. However, in our case the domain of
F gp consists of tuples of group elements and exponents e ∈ Zp ,
where F gp maps exponents e to д1e ∈ G 1 or д2e ∈ G 2 (depending
on the context e is used in) and acts as the identity function on
group elements. This is a property of the Groth-Sahai proof system
[18, 21] we have to deal with. Finally, the proof system is called
composable zero-knowledge if there exist PPT algorithms SetupSPoK
and SimProof such that (1) SetupSPoK outputs some CRS which
is computationally indistinguishable from a real CRS as well as a
trapdoor tdspok and (2) SimProof can use this trapdoor to generate
proofs for x (not necessarily in L gp ) without knowing a witness
that look real even if tdspok is known.
F gp -binding commitments. A commitment scheme allows a
user to commit to a message m and publish the result, called commitment c, in a way that m is hidden from others, but also the
user cannot claim a different m afterwards when he opens c. In an
F gp -binding commitment scheme one commits to a message m but
opens the commitment using F gp (m).
More precisely, a non-interactive commitment scheme consists of
the four algorithms SetupGrp, Gen, Com, and Open. SetupGrp(1n )
generates public (group) parameters gp and Gen(gp) creates a public common reference string CRS. The parameters gp fix a message
space for the commitment scheme. Let F gp be a bijective function
on the message space. We call the codomain of F gp the implicit
message space. Com takes the CRS and a message m as input and
outputs a commitment c as well some decommitment value d. To
verify that a commitment can be opened to a message Open is used.
It takes CRS, c, d, as well as some implicit message SM as input
and returns 1 or 0. We call the scheme correct if Open always returns 1 on input (c, d) ← Com(CRS, m) and F gp (m). A commitment
scheme is called hiding if any PPT adversary A has negligible advantage to distinguish between the commitments to two messages
chosen by A. It is called F gp -binding if any PPT adversary has a
negligible advantage to find a commitment that can be opened using
two different implicit messages M , M ′ . Moreover, it is equivocal
if, roughly speaking, there is a trapdoor for the CRS that allows
to efficiently open a commitment to any given implicit message.
Finally, the scheme is called additively homomorphic if commitments c 1 to m 1 and c 2 to m 2 with decommitment values d 1 and
d 2 , respectively, can efficiently be combined using CAdd(c 1 , c 2 ),
resulting in a commitment c to m 1 + m 2 with decommitment value
d ← DAdd(d 1 , d 2 ).
Digital signatures. A digital signature scheme consists of the
four algorithms SetupGrp, Gen, Sgn, and Vfy. SetupGrp(1n ) generates public (group) parameters gp. The key generation algorithm
Gen(gp) outputs a secret key sk and a public key pk. The signing
algorithm Sgn outputs a signature σ on input of a message m and

sk. The verification algorithm Vfy decides whether σ is a valid signature on m given pk, m, and σ . A signature scheme is correct if Vfy
always outputs 1 on input σ ← Sgn(sk, m), pk and m. It is called
EUF-CMA secure if any PPT adversary A given pk and access to
a signature oracle which signs arbitrary messages, has negligible
advantage to compute a signature to a new message.
PKE. A public-key encryption (PKE) scheme consists of the
four algorithms SetupGrp, Gen, Enc, and Dec. SetupGrp(1n ) generates public (group) parameters gp. The key generation algorithm
Gen(gp) outputs a secret key sk and a public key pk. The encryption algorithm Enc(pk, m) takes pk and a message m and outputs
a ciphertext c. The decryption algorithm Dec(sk, c) takes sk and c
and outputs a message m or ⊥. For correctness, we want that Dec
always outputs m on input c ← Enc(pk, m). A PKE scheme is called
IND-CPA secure if any PPT adversary A has negligible advantage
to distinguish the ciphertexts of two messages chosen by A.

3

BBA+ DEFINITION

In this section, we introduce BBA+ schemes along with security
and privacy definitions appropriate for a variety of applications.

3.1

High-Level System Description

Let us start with an overview of the different parties involved in a
BBA+ scheme and a high-level description of the algorithms and
protocols they use.
A BBA+ system mainly involves five types of parties: A Trusted
Third Party (TTP), an Issuer, an Accumulator, a Verifier, and a User.
Issuers, accumulators and verifiers are subsumed under the term
operators. In particular, they need to trust each other as the share
the same secret key (see below).
System setup. To setup the system once, we make use of a
Trusted Third Party T (or a number of mutually distrusting parties
doing a multi-party computation). This party computes a common
reference string (CRS), which typically consists of a description
of the underlying algebraic framework used by all algorithms and
protocols as well as certain system-wide public keys. The TTP also
computes a trapdoor which can be used to remove the unlinkability of user transactions but which is only needed for definitional
purposes. Of course, we need to assume that this trapdoor is not
given to anyone (e. g., the Issuer, Accumulator, or Verifier). The TTP
could be a (non-governmental) organization trusted by both, Users
to protect their privacy and Issuers, Accumulators, and Verifiers to
protect system security.
To obtain a working system, the Issuer I also needs to generate
a key pair consisting of a public and a secret key (pk I , sk I ). The
secret key is shared with the Accumulator and Verifier, and can be
used to create BBA+ tokens and update their balance. The public
key is used to verify the authenticity of such a token.
System operation. In order to participate in the system, a user
first needs to generate a key pair. The public key is used to identify
the user in the system and is assumed to be bound to a physical ID
such as a passport number, social security number, etc. Of course,
for this purpose the public key needs to be unique. We assume that
ensuring the uniqueness of user public keys as well as verifying
and binding a physical ID to them is done “out-of-band” before

calling the BBA+ protocols (in particular the Issue protocol). A
simple way to realize the latter could be to make use of external
trusted certification authorities.
Issuing tokens. To generate a BBA+ token, a user and the issuer
execute the Issue protocol. In this protocol the user uses sk U to
prove that he is the owner of the claimed public key pk U for which a
token should be generated. As already explained, when this protocol
is executed it has been ensured that pk U is unique, bound to a
physical ID, and no token has been generated before under pk U .2
This information can be stored in a database, e. g., maintained by
the issuer or a separate system operator. The user’s protocol output
is a BBA+ token with balance 0.
Collecting points. To add a (positive or negative) value v to the
current balance 3 w of a token, the user and the accumulator interact in the scope of the Accum protocol. As these protocol runs
should be anonymous and unlinkable, the accumulator is only given
the secret key it shares with the issuer and the value v. It is not
given and may not derive any information about the user it interacts with, provided that this user behaves honestly. The user’s
output is the updated token with balance w + v. The accumulator’s
output is some double-spending tag, enabling the identification
of the user if he uses the old version of the token with balance
w in another transaction. To this end, double-spending tags are
periodically transmitted to a central database which is regularly
checked for two double-spending tags associated with the same
token version number. If the DB contains two such records, then
the algorithm IdentDS can be used to extract the public key of the
user this token belongs to as well as a proof (such as his secret key)
that the user is guilty. The latter can be verified using the algorithm
VerifyGuilt. The DB is typically maintained by a system operator
who coincides with the issuer in many scenarios. Also, IdentDS is
run by this party. VerifyGuilt may be run by anyone, in particular
by justice.
Claiming a balance and redeeming points. A user who wants to
prove to some verifier that he has a valid token with balance w and
who possibly wants to redeem v points, interacts with the verifier
in the scope of the Vfy protocol. Similar to the Accum protocol, also
Vfy protocol runs should be anonymous and unlinkable. This is the
reason why the verifier does only receive minimal input such as
the issuer’s secret key and w. 4 The outcome for the user is again
an updated token of balance w + v (note that v might be a negative
value) which is ready to be used in the next transaction. The verifier’s output is a double-spending tag just as before. This data must
eventually be transferred to the database already mentioned.

3.2

Formal System Definition

The following definition formalizes our notion of extended blackbox accumulation systems that are interactive, offline, and enforce
the use of fresh tokens.
2 It

is possible for a user to have more than one token by allowing him to have more
than one public key bound to his name.
3 The semantics of w is not necessarily fixed to be simply the sum of collected points.
For instance, one could also encode two counters into w , one for positive points and
one for negative points.
4 In certain scenarios revealing w may significantly help to link transactions. For such
applications, the framework can be extended to only show a bound on the balance (cf.
Section 8.1). Due to efficiency reasons, we omit this feature in our basic system.

Definition 3.1 (BBA+ Scheme). An extended black-box accumulation (BBA+) scheme BBAP = (Setup, IGen, UGen, Issue, Accum,
Vfy, UVer, IdentDS, VerifyGuilt) with balance and accumulation
value space Zp (where p may depend on CRS and, in particular, n)
consists of the following PPT algorithms and interactive protocols:
(CRS, td) ← Setup(1n ). The setup algorithm takes the security
parameter as input and returns a public common reference string
CRS and a trapdoor td.5
(pk I , sk I ) ← IGen(CRS). The issuer’s key generation algorithm
takes CRS as input and returns a public and private key pair (pk I ,
sk I ), where sk I is shared with accumulator and verifier. We assume
for convenience that CRS is part of pk I .
(pk U , sk U ) ← UGen(CRS). The user’s key generation algorithm
takes CRS as input and returns a public-private key pair (pk U , sk U )
which is used for authentication during token issuance.
((τ , b U ), b I ) ← Issue⟨U(pk I , pk U , sk U ), I(pk I , sk I , pk U )⟩.
The interactive token issuing protocol is executed between a user U,
given pk I and his own public and private key pk U , sk U as input,
and an issuer I, whose input is pk I , sk I and the public-key pk U
of the user U. At the end of the protocol, the user outputs a token
τ (with balance 0) along with a bit b U . The issuer’s output is a bit
b I . The bit b U (resp. b I ) indicate whether U (resp. I) accepts the
protocol run.
((τ ∗ , b U ), (dstag, hid, b A C )) ← Accum⟨U(pk I , pk U , sk U , τ , w,
v), AC(pk I , sk I , v)⟩. The interactive accumulation protocol is executed between a user U and an accumulator AC. The user’s input
is pk I , his own public and private key pk U , sk U , a token τ with
balance w, and the value v. The accumulator’s input is pk I , sk I ,
and the value v. At the end of the protocol, the user outputs an
updated token τ ∗ (with balance w + v) and a bit b U . The issuer’s
output consists of some double spending tag dstag = (s, z) with
token version number s and data z, a hidden user ID hid,6 as well as
a bit b A C . The bit b U (resp. b A C ) indicate whether U (resp. AC)
accepts the protocol run.
((τ ∗ , b U ), (dstag, hid, b V )) ← Vfy⟨U(pk I , pk U , sk U , τ , w, v),
V(pk I , sk I , w, v)⟩. The interactive verification and redeeming protocol is run between a user U and a verifier V. The inputs and
outputs are analogous to those of the Accum protocol, except that
V receives the current token balance w as an additional input.
b ← UVer(pk I , pk U , sk U , τ , w). The token verification algorithm
is a deterministic polynomial-time algorithm run by U which, given
pk I , the user’s public and secret key pk U , sk U , a token τ , and
balance w, outputs a bit b. This bit is 1 if τ is a valid token with a
balance w owned by the user with public key pk U .
(pk U , Π) ← IdentDS(pk I , dstag1 , dstag2 ). The double-spender detection algorithm is a deterministic polynomial-time algorithm
which is given pk I and two double-spending tags dstag1 = (s 1 , z 1 )
and dstag2 = (s 2 , z 2 ). It returns the public key pk U of a user and a
proof of guilt Π, or it returns an error ⊥.
5 The

trapdoor is needed in the security definition to define the legitimate balance of a
token although token transactions are unlinkable.
6 hid is used for definitorial purposes only. In our instantiation, hid is an encryption
of pkU .

b ← VerifyGuilt(pk I , pk U , Π). The guilt verification algorithm is
a deterministic polynomial-time algorithm which is given pk I , a
user public key pk U and a proof of guilt Π. It returns 1 if the user
with public key pk U is considered guilty of double-spending and 0
otherwise.
Correctness for BBA+ schemes is fairly straightforward:
Definition 3.2 (BBA+ Correctness). A BBA+ scheme BBAP is called
correct if all of the following properties hold for all n ∈ N, (CRS, td)
← Setup(1n ), issuer key-pairs (pk I , sk I ) ← IGen(CRS), user keypairs (pk U , sk U ) ← UGen(CRS), and parties U, I, AC, and V
honestly following the protocols.
Correctness of issuing. For all outputs of the issue protocol ((τ , b U ),
(b I )) ← Issue⟨U(pk I , pk U , sk U ), I(pk I , sk I , pk U )⟩, it holds
that b U = b I = 1 and UVer(pk I , pk U , sk U , τ , 0) = 1.
Correctness of accumulation. For all tokens τ , balances w ∈ Zp
with UVer(pk I , pk U , sk U , τ , w) = 1 and all values v ∈ Zp , we
have that ((τ ∗ , 1), (s, z, hid, 1)) ← Accum⟨U(pk I , pk U , sk U , τ , w,
v), AC(pk I , sk I , v)⟩ and UVer(pk I , pk U , sk U , τ ∗ , w + v) = 1. 7
Correctness of token verification. For all tokens τ , balances w ∈ Zp
with UVer(pk I , pk U , sk U , τ , w) = 1 and all values v ∈ Zp , we
have that ((τ ∗ , 1), (s, z, hid, 1)) ← Vfy⟨U(pk I , pk U , sk U , τ , w, v),
I(pk I , sk I , w, v)⟩ and UVer(pk I , pk U , sk U , τ ∗ , w + v) = 1.

3.3

Definition of System Security

For security we distinguish between a reduced, simplified model
and a more natural, full-fledged model that is given in the full version of the paper [22]. In the full-fledged model, the adversary can
be a collusion of malicious users who additionally may command,
eavesdrop on, and adaptively corrupt honest users. In the reduced
model, introduced in the following, no interactions with honest
users are considered. Fortunately, we can show in a black-box fashion that any scheme secure in the reduced model is also secure
in the full-fledged model if all protocol messages are additionally
encrypted with an IND-CCA secure encryption scheme. Note that
privacy is not affected by extending the protocols with encryption.
With our security definition, we essentially capture three properties:
(1) A token may only be created in the name of and used by its
legitimate owner (owner-binding).
(2) For a token one may only claim exactly the amount of points
that have legitimately been collected with this token up to
this point unless an old version of the token is presented
(balance-binding).
(3) Users presenting old tokens can be identified after the fact.
Formalizing the notion above raises a major problem: It requires
to link each transaction with a user and token. However, on the
other hand, we demand that transactions are anonymous and unlinkable. To resolve this issue, we only consider systems where
privacy can be abolished given a trapdoor td (which is kept secret
by the TTP) to the CRS. We call such schemes trapdoor-linkable
and formalize them in the following.
7 To simplify definitions, subtraction by v is not handled as a separate operation but by
adding v ′ := p −v mod p . In an implementation, one may prefer having a subtraction

operation though.

When we talk about a successful protocol run in the following,
we always mean that this run has been accepted by the issuer, accumulator, or verifier. Let AC’s view of a run of the Accum protocol
consist of all its inputs, outputs, and messages sent and received,
i. e., (pk I , sk I , v, msgs, dstag, hid, b A C ), where msgs ∈ {0, 1}∗ is
the bit string of messages sent during the protocol run. Similarly,
let V’s view of a run of the Vfy protocol be represented by a tuple (pk I , sk I , w, v, msgs, dstag, hid, b V ). For some fixed security
parameter n ∈ N and CRS ← Setup(1n ), let us consider the set
Accum , resulting from any Accum
of views of AC, denoted by Vn,CRS
protocol run accepted by AC with any (possibly malicious) party
and any (pk I , sk I ) ← IGen(CRS), v ∈ Zp as input to AC. We
Vfy

define Vn,CRS analogously with respect to executions of the Vfy
protocol accepted by V.
Definition 3.3 (Trapdoor-Linkability). A BBA+ scheme BBAP is
called trapdoor-linkable if it satisfies the following conditions:
(1) Completeness. Let n ∈ N, (CRS, td) ← Setup(1n ), and view ∈
Accum . Let hid denote the hidden user ID contained in view.
Vn,CRS
Then there exist inputs pk U , sk U , τ , w, and random choices
for an honest user U and honest accumulator AC such
that an Accum protocol run between U and AC with these
Accum
inputs and random choices leads to a view view ′ ∈ Vn,CRS
containing the same hidden user ID hid as view. The same
Vfy
holds for all view ∈ Vn,CRS with respect to Vfy.
(2) Extractability. There exists a PPT algorithm ExtractUID such
that for any n ∈ N, (CRS, td) ← Setup(1n ) and view =
Accum resulting from
(pk I , sk I , v, msgs, dstaghid, 1) ∈ Vn,CRS
an Accum protocol run with an honest user on input pk U ,
ExtractUID outputs pk U on input (td, hid). The same needs
Vfy

to hold for ExtractUID with respect to views view ∈ Vn,CRS .
Remark 1. Note that extractability as defined above implies that
any fixed view view cannot result from interactions with different
users, but is uniquely associated with a single user. Furthermore, by
demanding completeness we prevent the use of some odd extraction
algorithms that output some special user public key on input of a
specifically crafted hid that only an adversary is able to generate
but not an honest user. Such extraction algorithms may lead to some
issues when used in our security definition.
In the security experiments we are going to formalize, an adversary A may concurrently interact with an honest issuer, accumulator, and verifier an arbitrary number of times. Clearly, the adversary
playing the role of the user may behave dishonestly and not follow
the corresponding protocols. In order to formalize this adversarial
setting, we define a couple of oracles the adversary may query.
• MalIssue(pk U ) lets the adversary initiate the Issue protocol
with an honest issuer I provided that there is no pending
MalIssue call for pk U and pk U has also not been used in a
successful call to MalIssue before.
• MalAcc(v) is used by the adversary to initiate the Accum
protocol with AC for input v ∈ Zp .
• MalVer(w, v) is used by the adversary to initiate the Vfy
protocol with V for input w ∈ Zp and v ∈ Zp .
In the setting described above, we consider several adversarial
goals. The first two goals formalized in Definitions 3.4 and 3.5 cover

Experiment Expob-issue
BBAP, A (n)

(CRS, td) ← Setup(1n )
(pkI , skI ) ← IGen(CRS)
(pkU , skU ) ← UGen(CRS)
b ← A MalIssue, MalAcc, MalVer (pkI , pkU )
The experiment returns 1 iff A did a successful call to MalIssue on input of the given
public-key pkU .

Figure 1: Owner-binding experiment for Issue.

Experiment Expbb
BBAP, A (n)

(CRS, td) ← Setup(1n )
(pkI , skI ) ← IGen(CRS)
b ← A MalIssue, MalAcc, MalVer (pkI )
The experiment returns 1 iff A did a successful call to MalVer resulting in a view view =
Vfy

(pkI , skI , w, v, msgs, dstag, hid, 1) ∈ Vn, CRS and extracted user public-key pkU ←
ExtractUID(td, hid) such that the following conditions are satisfied:
– all successful MalIssue/MalAcc calls produced unique token version numbers
– the claimed balance w ∈ Zp does not equal the sum of previously collected accumulation values v for pkU , i. e.,
Õ
w,
v,
v ∈Vpk

Experiment Expob-acc-ver
BBAP, A (n)

(CRS, td) ← Setup(1n )
(pkI , skI ) ← IGen(CRS)
b ← A MalIssue, MalAcc, MalVer (pkI )
The experiment returns 1 iff A did a successful call to MalAcc or MalVer such that
ExtractUID applied to hid being part of the view of this call outputs a public-key pkU
for which there has been no successful execution of MalIssue up to this call.

the owner-binding property with respect to the different protocols Issue, Accum, and Vfy. Definition 3.6 formalizes the balancebinding property assuming that no double-spending took place.
Consequently, Definition 3.7 ensures that such double-spendings
are indeed hard to accomplish without being identified.
In Definition 3.4, we consider the probability that an adversary
may succeed in receiving a token in the name of an honest, uncorrupted user (i. e., using the user’s public-key). It demands that an
adversary may only create tokens in his own name.
Definition 3.4. A trapdoor-linkable BBA+ scheme BBAP is called
owner-binding with respect to Issue if for any PPT adversary A
in the experiment Expob-issue
BBAP, A (n) from Fig. 1 the advantage of A
defined by

U

cessfull calls to MalAcc or MalVer for which pkU could be extracted using ExtractUID.

Figure 3: Balance binding experiment.

(CRS, td) ← Setup(1n )
(pkI , skI ) ← IGen(CRS)
b ← A MalIssue, MalAcc, MalVer (pkI )
The experiment returns 1 iff A did two successful MalAcc/MalVer calls resulting in
two views view1 and view2 including two double-spending tags dstag1 = (s, z 1 ) and
(1)

(2)

dstag2 = (s, z 2 ) and extracted user public-keys pkU and pkU (using ExtractUID) such
that at least one of the following conditions is satisfied:
(1)
(2)
, pkU or
U

– pk

(1)
, Π) or
U
(1)
(1)
, Π) but VerifyGuilt(pkI , pkU , Π) = 0
U

– IdentDS(pkI , dstag1, dstag2 ) , (pk

– IdentDS(pkI , dstag1, dstag2 ) = (pk

Figure 4: Double-spending detection experiment.
Definition 3.6. A trapdoor-linkable BBA+ scheme BBAP is called
balance-binding if for any PPT adversary A in the experiment
Expbb
BBAP, A (n) from Fig. 3 the advantage of A defined by
bb
Advbb
BBAP, A (n) := Pr[ExpBBAP, A (n) = 1]

(1)

(3)

is negligible in n.

is negligible in n.
Definition 3.5 demands that an adversary may not be able to
successfully call the accumulation or verification protocol for a
forged token, i. e. a token that has not been issued by a legitimate
issuer.
Definition 3.5. A trapdoor-linkable BBA+ scheme BBAP is called
owner-binding with respect to Accum and Vfy if for any PPT adversary A in the experiment Expob-acc-ver
BBAP, A (n) from Fig. 2 the advantage
of A defined by
ob-acc-ver
Advob-acc-ver
BBAP, A (n) := Pr[ExpBBAP, A (n) = 1]

U

is the list of all accumulation values v ∈ Zp that appeared in previous suc-

Experiment Expdsd
BBAP, A (n)

Figure 2: Owner-binding experiment for Accum/Vfy.

ob-issue
Advob-issue
BBAP, A (n) := Pr[ExpBBAP, A (n) = 1]

where Vpk

Definition 3.7 enforces that two transactions leading to the same
token version number have always been initiated by the same user
and this user can be identified.
Definition 3.7. A trapdoor-linkable BBA+ scheme BBAP ensures
double-spending detection if for any PPT adversary A in the experiment Expdsd
BBAP, A (n) from Fig. 4 the advantage of A defined
by
dsd
Advdsd
(4)
BBAP, A (n) := Pr[ExpBBAP, A (n) = 1]
is negligible in n.

(2)

is negligible in n.
With Definition 3.6 we ensure that, unless some token is used
twice (which induces the usage of the same token serial number),
the claimed balance for a token in the scope of the verification
protocol always coincides with sum of points allegedly collected
with this token. Note that if this property is violated, then this
could mean that (1) the claimed balance is not equal to the “real”
balance of the presented token or that (2) the “real” balance does not
coincide with the sum of legitimately collected points associated
with this token in the records.

3.4

Definition of User Security and Privacy

This section presents the key security properties for users, protecting them from dishonest operators: Firstly, a user should have
the privacy guarantee that its individual interactions cannot be
exploited for tracking and secondly no operator should be able to
forge a proof that a user has allegedly committed a double-spending.
Our privacy definition essentially demands that an adversary,
which could be a collusion of I, AC, and V, may not be able
to link the Accum and Vfy transactions of an honest user. More
precisely, the definition demands that Accum and Vfy do not reveal
any information (except for the balance in case of Vfy) that may help

Experiment ExpBBAP, A (1n )

Experiment ExpBBAP, A (1n )

priv-ideal

priv-real

(CRS, tdsim ) ← SimSetup(1n )
(pkI , state0 ) ← A0 (CRS)

(CRS, td) ← Setup(1n )
(pkI , state0 ) ← A0 (CRS)

HonUser, RealHonIssue, RealHonAcc, RealHonVer, RealCorrupt

b ← A1
return b

(pkI , state0 )

HonUser, SimHonIssue, SimHonAcc, SimHonVer, SimCorrupt

b ← A1
return b

(pkI , state0 )

Figure 5: Real world privacy experiment.

Figure 6: Ideal world privacy experiment.

in linking transactions. This even needs to hold for transactions
preceding and succeeding (except the very next) the corruption of
the user. Hence, we define a form of forward and backward privacy.
To this end, our definition follows the real/ideal world paradigm.
In the real world, depicted in Fig. 5, first the CRS is generated
honestly and the adversary chooses a public system key pk I of his
choice. Then the adversary is allowed to interact with a couple of
oracles, that allow the adversary to create a number of honest users
and instruct these users to interact with him in the scope of Issue,
Accum, or Vfy. Within these interactions, the oracles play the role
of the honest user, while the adversary plays the issuer, accumulator,
or verifier. Whenever an interaction does not successfully terminate
from the user’s perspective, then this particular user refuses to
participate in any future interaction, i. e. the oracles are blocked for
the respective pk U .8 If the adversary calls an oracle for a blocked
user, the oracle simply sends ⊥-messages. Moreover, for each user
no oracle can be called concurrently, i. e. for any arbitrary but fixed
pk U another oracle can only be invoked if no previous oracle call
for the same pk U is still pending. The oracles the adversary can
access are:
• HonUser() creates a new user entity by running (pk U , sk U )
← UGen(CRS). The oracle returns pk U to the adversary.
• RealHonIssue(pk U ) lets the user with public key pk U run
the Issue protocol with the adversary impersonating the
issuer I, provided that pk U has not been used before in a
call to RealHonIssue which was successful from the user’s
perspective.
• RealHonAcc(pk U , v) lets the user with public key pk U run
the Accum protocol with the adversary impersonating the
accumulator AC on input v ∈ Zp , provided that the oracle
RealHonIssue(pk U ) has successfully been called at some
point before.
• RealHonVer(pk U , v) lets the user with public key pk U run
the Vfy protocol with the adversary impersonating the verifier V on input v ∈ Zp provided that RealHonIssue(pk U )
has successfully been called at some point before.
• RealCorrupt(pk U ) can be called by the adversary to corrupt the user with public and secret key (pk U , sk U ) ←
HonUser(). The oracle outputs the secret key sk U of the
user as well as the user’s most recent token τ along with the
balance w.
In the ideal world, depicted in Fig. 6, first a CRS along with a
simulation trapdoor tdsim is generated honestly. The adversary only
receives the CRS as input like in the real game. Then, the adversary

may act exactly like in the real game, by accessing a number of
oracles. However, compared to the real world, some oracles are
implemented differently in order not to leak information that allows
to link transactions.
The basic idea is that all messages that are sent from a user to
the adversary in the scope of the protocols Vfy and AC are simulated, i.e., are generated without any user-related data and thus are
information-theoretic independent. Nonetheless, if the adversary
corrupts a specific user by means of the SimCorrupt oracle, the
adversary expects to see a correct secret key sk U , a plausible token
τ , and a correct balance w. As the adversary commands all users,
he can keep track of all balances and the simulation must do the
same. Hence, the oracles are implemented in a very specific way.
The adversary interacts with one global user simulator Usim
that keeps track of all interactions and the oracles are interfaces
of this simulator. Internally, the simulator stores and updates for
each pk U the corresponding sk U , the current balance w and the
latest state object. This state object enables the simulator to come
up with a correct token upon corruption of a specific user. When
the adversary invokes an oracle (aka interface) the user simulator
Usim internally invokes a corresponding simulation algorithm that
does not receive any user-related input and returns an updated state
object to the simulator. Messages between the internal simulation
algorithm and the adversary are forwarded by the simulator.
If the adversary calls SimHonAcc or SimHonVer for a user with
ID pk U that has been successfully corrupted in the previous call
for this pk U , then the user simulator does not run the simulation
algorithm but executes the real protocol using the information that
has been returned by SimCorrupt.9
In the ideal game, the user simulator Usim behaves as follows
upon an adversarial invocation of the oracles (aka interfaces):
• HonUser() creates a new user entity by running (pk U , sk U )
← UGen(CRS). The simulator returns pk U to the adversary
and stores sk U in the internal database.
• SimHonIssue(pk U ) simulates a user with public key pk U
who runs the Issue protocol with the adversary impersonating the issuer I, provided that pk U has not been used
before in a call to SimHonIssue which was successful from
the user’s perspective. The internal simulation algorithm
gets pk U but not sk U .
• SimHonAcc(pk U , v) simulates a user with public key pk U
that runs the Accum protocol with the adversary impersonating AC on common input v ∈ Zp , provided that
SimHonIssue(pk U ) has successfully been called at some

8 We

need to demand that any previous call for pkU was successful as otherwise an
adversary may simply abort an Accum or Vfy transaction or start two such interactions
in parallel and then trigger the user to double-spend its token in a subsequent call
which would reveal the user’s identity. If the adversary has tried to cheat and has been
successfully detected by the user doing so, then this user “leaves” the system.

9 This

is required as the adversary, given all user secrets, may now perform the next
interaction of this user on his own and learn a double-spending tag. Running the
simulator now needs to result in a second double-spending tag that can be used with
the first one to reveal pkU .
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facp

Experiment ExpBBAP, A (n)

(CRS, td) ← Setup(1n )
(pkI , skI ) ← IGen(CRS)
(pkU , skU ) ← UGen(CRS)
Π ← A RealHonIssue, RealHonAcc, RealHonVer (pkI , pkU )
The experiment returns 1 iff VerifyGuilt(pkI , pkU , Π) = 1.

Figure 7: False accusation protection experiment.
point before. The internal simulation algorithm only gets v
but not τ , w, pk U nor sk U .
• SimHonVer(pk U , v) simulates a user with public key pk U
that runs the Vfy protocol with the adversary impersonating the verifier V on common input v ∈ Zp provided
that SimHonIssue(pk U ) has successfully been called at some
point before. The user simulator looks up the recent balance
w associated with pk U in the database and calls the simulation algorithm. The internal simulation algorithm gets v
and w but not τ , pk U nor sk U .
• SimCorrupt(pk U ) can be called by the adversary to corrupt
the user with public key pk U . The simulator looks up sk U
associated with pk U , the current balance w, and the state
object from the database. It then calls the internal simulation
algorithm on this input. The output of the algorithm is a
tuple (sk U , w, τ ) and is returned to the adversary.
Please note that the internal simulation algorithms of
SimHonIssue, SimHonAcc, SimHonVer don’t get a token, sk U nor
the state object as input. However, upon corruption the internal
algorithm of SimCorrupt(pk U ) must come up with a valid token
as part of its output (sk U , w, τ ). Essentially, this means that this
algorithm must create a plausible token out of the latest state object. But this object has been created by algorithms that have never
received any user-specific input.
As already mentioned, for privacy we demand that the real and
the ideal world are computationally indistinguishable.
Definition 3.8. We say that a BBA+ scheme BBAP is privacypreserving, if there exist PPT algorithms SimSetup and SimCorrupt
as well as interactive PPT algorithms as described in SimHonIssue,
SimHonAcc and SimHonVer, respectively, such that for all PPT
adversaries A = (A0 , A1 ) in the experiments from Figs. 5 and 6,
priv
the advantage AdvBBAP, A (n) of A defined by
priv-real

priv-ideal

Pr[ExpBBAP, A (n) = 1] − Pr[ExpBBAP, A (n) = 1]

(5)

is negligible in n.
Finally, Definition 3.9 demands that honest users cannot be
falsely accused of having committed a double-spending by an adversary who generates pk I and may coincide with I, AC, and V.
Definition 3.9. A trapdoor-linkable BBA+ scheme BBAP ensures
false-accusation protection if for any PPT adversary A in the exfacp
periment ExpBBAP, A (n) from Fig. 7 the advantage of A defined
by
facp

facp

AdvBBAP, A (n) := Pr[ExpBBAP, A (n) = 1]
is negligible in n.

(6)

BBA+ INSTANTIATION

In this section, we present our basic scheme BBAP which is secure
with respect to the “reduced model” presented in Section 3.3 and
privacy-preserving with respect to the model in Section 3.4. As
already mentioned, this basic protocol can easily be made secure
in a full-fledged model in which eavesdropping on and corrupting
of honest users is allowed, by encrypting all messages transmitted
during the protocols Issue, Accum and Vfy. Please refer to the full
version of the paper [22] for details.

4.1

Building Blocks

Let SetupGrp be a bilinear group generator (cf. Definition 2.1) which
outputs the description of a bilinear group gp := (G 1 , G 2 , GT , e, p,
д1 , д2 ) ← SetupGrp(1n ) for which the SXDH problem is assumed to
be hard. For our construction, we draw from the following building
blocks (cf. Section 2.2 for informal definitions) which all make use
of SetupGrp as their common group setup algorithm.
NIZKs. For proving that a user behaves honestly in the scope
(1)
(2)
of the Issue, Accum, and Vfy protocol, we make use of F gp -, F gp -,
(3)

and F gp -extractable NIZK proof systems, denoted by P1, P2, and
(1)

(2)

(3)

P3, respectively. The functions F gp , F gp , and F gp depend on the
(1)
(2)
languages L pk , L pk ,
I
I

(3)
and L pk
I

considered
(defined later), but they
have the following in common: They behave as the identity function
with respect to group elements and map elements from Zp either
to G 1 or G 2 (by exponentiation of the basis д1 or д2 ) depending
on whether these are used as exponents of a G 1 - or G 2 -element
in the language. The proof systems share a common reference
string. More precisely, we demand that there is a shared setup algorithm SetupPoK which generates the CRS and also a shared setup
algorithm SetupEPoK that additionally generates a single extraction trapdoor for P1, P2, and P3. In the following, let us denote
their output by CRSpok ← SetupPoK(gp) and (CRSpok , tdepok ) ←
SetupEPoK(gp) respectively. Furthermore, let us denote the prove
and verify algorithms of these proof systems by PX .Prove and
PX .Vfy, for 1 ≤ X ≤ 3. We make use of an SXDH-based instantiation of Groth-Sahai proofs [21] for this purpose. Note that GS
proofs are not always zero-knowledge, but we ensured that they
indeed are for the languages we consider (cf. [22]).
Homomorphic commitments. In order to form a token and
commit to secrets including the user secret key and the token
′ -binding homomorphic
balance, we make use of an equivocal F gp
commitment scheme C for messages from Zp4 . The commitment
space is G 2 and decommitment values are elements of G 1 . The
′ maps m := (m , m , m , m ) to M := (дm 1 , дm 2 , дm 3 ,
function F gp
1
2
3
4
1
1
1
m4
4
д1 ), so G 1 is the implicit message space. Moreover, as the user
needs to be able to prove that she can open a commitment, the
corresponding verification equations must be compatible with our
proof systems. We use a scheme by Abe et al. [2] for this purpose. We
denote the CRS generator, commitment, and opening algorithms by
C.Setup, C.Com, and C.Open, respectively. Furthermore, as CAdd
and DAdd coincide with the multiplication of commitments and
decommitment values, respectively, we denote both operations by
“·”.

Setup(1n )
gp := (p, G 1, G 2, GT , e, p, д1, д2 ) ← SetupGrp(1n )
CRSpok ← SetupPoK(gp)
CRScom ← C.Setup(gp)
(skT , pkT ) ← E.Gen(gp)
CRS := (gp, CRScom, pkT , CRSpok )
td := skT
return (CRS, td)

U(pkI , pkU , skU )

I(pkI , skI , pkU )

′

s , u 1 ← Zp
(c ′, d ′ ) := C.Com(CRScom,
(s ′, 0, skU , u 1 ))
x := (c ′, pkU )
skU

wit := (д2

u

′

, д1 1 , д1s , d ′ )

π := P1.Prove(CRSpok, x, wit)
c ′, π

IGen(CRS)
(pksig, sksig ) ← S.Gen(CRS)
return (pkI , skI ) := ((CRS, pksig ), sksig )

x := (c ′, pkU )
if P1.Vfy(CRSpok, x, π ) = 0
return 0

UGen(CRS)
y ← Zp
y
(pkU , skU ) := (д1 , y)
return (pkU , skU )

s ′′ ← Zp
(c ′′, d ′′ ) = C.Com(CRScom,
(s ′′, 0, 0, 0))
c := c ′ · c ′′
σ = S.Sgn(sksig, c)

Figure 8: Setup and Key Generation

c, d ′′, σ, s ′′
s := s ′ + s ′′

Signatures. In our protocol, commitments need to be signed
by the issuer to form a valid token. Moreover, users need to prove
that they know a valid signature without revealing this signature.
Hence, we make use of an EUF-CMA secure signature scheme S
for messages over G 2 which is compatible with our proof system.
To instantiate this building block, we make use of the structurepreserving signature scheme of Abe et al. [1]. We denote the key
generation algorithm, the signing algorithm, and the verification
algorithm by S.Gen, S.Sgn, and S.Vfy, respectively.
Encryption. hid will be a simple encryption of a user’s public
key under a public key contained in the CRS. For this purpose, an
IND-CPA secure encryption scheme E for messages in G 1 which
is compatible with our proof system suffices. This building block
can be instantiated with the ElGamal encryption scheme [17]. We
denote the corresponding algorithms by E.Gen, E.Enc, and E.Dec.

4.2

Protocol Description

Figures 8 to 11 summarize the scheme. In the following, we elaborate
on the details of the different protocols and algorithms.
System and user setup. The setup and key generation algorithms are given in Fig. 8. The global CRS CRS generated by Setup
consists of a CRS CRScom for the commitment scheme, a shared
CRS CRSpok for the three proof systems, as well as a public encryption key pk T to generate the hidden user ID hid. The corresponding
trapdoor td equals the secret key sk T to decrypt hidden IDs. Thus,
we have ExtractUID(td, hid) := E.Dec(sk T , hid). The key pair of
the issuer is essentially a signature key pair (pksig , sksig ). Remember
that the global CRS is included in the public key for convenience,
i. e. pk I := (CRS, pksig ). The key pair of a user consists of sk U = y
y
and pk U = д1 , where pk U is used as the user identity and sk U to
prove this identity in the scope of Issue as well as to prove guilt in
VerifyGuilt.
Issuing tokens. The issue protocol is shown in Fig. 9. Essentially, a valid token consists of a commitment c ∈ G 2 on the token

mod p

d := d ′ · d ′′
τ := (c, d, σ, s, u 1 )
if UVer(pkI , pkU , skU , τ , 0) = 0
return (⊥, 0)
else return (τ , 1)

return 1

Figure 9: Issue protocol

version number s ∈ Zp , the balance w ∈ Zp , the user secret key
sk U ∈ Zp , and the randomness u 1 ∈ Zp of the double-spending tag,
as well as a signature on c under sk I . The token version number
needs to be chosen jointly by U (choosing an additive share s ′ ) and
I (choosing an additive share s ′′ ) to ensure unlinkability on the one
hand and enable double-spending detection on the other hand. The
randomness u 1 is chosen by U and is used in the scope of Accum
and Vfy to compute double-spending tags. The fact that it is hidden
from I ensures that the double-spending tag looks random if the
token is used once. The fact that it is bound to the token ensures
that double-spending reveals the user identity. To generate such
a token, U commits to s ′ , w = 0, sk U , and u 1 . It then computes
a proof showing that the corresponding commitment c ′ has been
formed correctly by the owner of pk U . More precisely, P1 is used
(1)
to compute a proof π for a statement x from the language L pk
I
defined by

(1)
L pk
I







∃ SKU ∈ G 2 ; S ′, U1, D ′ ∈ G 1 :

:= (c , pkU )




′

C.Open(CRScom,

(S ′,

1, pkU , U1 ),

e(pkU , д2 ) = e(д1, SKU)

c ′,

D ′)

=1







(7)






The language depends on public parameters such as gp, CRScom ,
CRSpok , pksig which are all subsumed in pk I and remain fixed after
the system has been setup. Note that the second equation in Eq. (7)

UVer(pkI , pkU , skU , τ , w )
parse (c, d, σ, s, u 1 ) := τ
sk
u
if pkU = д1 U ∧ C.Open(CRS, (д1s , д1w , pkU , д1 1 ), c, d) = 1 ∧
if S.Vfy(pksig, σ, c) = 1
return 1
else return 0

U(pkI , pkU , skU , τ , w, v)

A C(pkI , skI , v)
u 2 ← Zp
u2

parse (c, d, σ, s, u 1 ) := τ
t := skU u 2 + u 1

mod p

r, s ′, u 1′ ← Zp
hid := E.Enc(pkT , pkU ; r )

IdentDS(pkI , (s 1, z 1 ), (s 2, z 2 ))
parse (t, u 2 ) := z 1, (t ′, u 2′ ) := z 2
if s 1 , s 2 ∨ u 2 = u 2′ return ⊥

(c ′, d ′ ) := C.Com(CRScom,
(s ′, w, skU , u 1′ ))

skU

else skU := (t − t ′ ) · (u 2 − u 2′ )−1 mod p, pkU := д1
return (pkU , skU )

x := (c ′, (д1s , t, u 2 ), hid)
u

wit := (c, σ, д1w , pkU , д1 1 , д1d ,
′
′
u′
д1s , д1 1 , д1d ,

skU , u 1, r )

π = P2.Prove(CRSpok, x, wit)

VerifyGuilt(pkI , pkU , Π)
if д1Π = pkU return 1
else return 0

c ′, s, t, π, hid
z := (t, u 2 )
dstag := (s, z)
x := (c ′, (д1s , t, u 2 ), hid)

Figure 10: User verification of tokens and double-spending
algorithms

if P2.Vfy(CRSpok, x, π ) = 0
return (⊥, ⊥, 0)
s ′′ ← Zp
(c ′′, d ′′ ) := C.Com(CRScom,
(s ′′, v, 0, 0))

skU

actually proves the knowledge of д2

c ∗ := c ′ · c ′′

(rather than sk U itself). 10

σ ∗ = S.Sgn(sksig, c ∗ )

sk
However, computing д2 U

without knowing sk U (only given pk U )
is assumed to be a hard problem (Co-CDH). Receiving c ′ and a
valid proof π , I adds a random s ′′ to s ′ contained in c ′ by using
the homomorphic property of C. This results in the commitment c
which can be opened using the decommitment value d = d ′ · d ′′ .
The commitment c is then signed by I resulting in signature σ .
The values token c, σ , s ′′ , and d ′′ are sent over to U who verifies
the correctness of the new token τ by applying UVer. The UVer
algorithm is shown in Fig. 10. It verifies that c opens correctly, σ is
valid, and sk U is the secret key belonging to pk U .
Collecting points. The Accum protocol is depicted in Fig. 11.
Given his current token τ = (c, d, σ , s, u 1 ), U receives a random
challenge u 2 from AC to prepare the t-part of the double-spending
tag as t = sk U u 2 + u 1 for this token. Moreover, U prepares the
generation of a fresh token just like in the Issue protocol. To this
end, it computes a commitment c ′ containing the same balance
w and user secret key sk U as c but a fresh share s ′ for a new
token version number and fresh randomness for generating doublespending tags. Moreover, hid is generated as a fresh encryption of
pk U . Recall that while hid does not fulfill an obvious function, it
is needed for our security definitions. Finally, the user proves that
everything has been computed as claimed: c is a signed commitment;
c ′ is just a “new version” of this commitment containing the same
balance w and user secret key sk U ; t contains sk U and the user
randomness u 1 (fixed in c) as well as the accumulator’s challenge
u 2 ; and hid contains pk U belonging to sk U . More precisely, P2 is
used to compute a proof π for a statement x from the language

10 Note

skU

that proving a statement ∃skU ∈ Zp : pkU = д1
skU

as we can only extract д1

from the proof.

instead would not help

∗

′′

∗

c ,d ,σ ,s
∗

′

s := s + s

′′

′′

mod p

d ∗ := d ′ · d ′′
w ∗ := w + v
u 1∗ := u 1′
τ ∗ := (c ∗, d ∗, σ ∗, s ∗, u 1∗ )
if UVer(pkI , pkU , skU , τ ∗, w ∗ ) = 0
return (⊥, 0)
else return(τ ∗, 1)

return (dstag, hid, 1)

Figure 11: Accumulation protocol
(2)

L pk defined by
I









































∃ c, σ ∈ G 2 ;
W , pkU , U1, D, S ′, U1′, D ′ ∈ G 1 ;
skU , u 1, r ∈ Zp :
(c ′, (S, t, u 2 ), hid)

E.Enc(pkT , pkU ; r ) = hid
C.Open(CRScom, (S, W , pkU , U1 ), c, D) = 1






















(8)








C.Open(CRScom, (S ′, W , pkU , U1′ ), c ′, D ′ ) = 1 



S.Vfy(pksig, σ, c) = 1

sk
u
pkU = д1 U , U1 = д1 1 , t = skU u 2 + u 1











Upon receiving c ′ , s, t, π , and hid, AC checks the proof π and
updates c ′ by adding s ′′ to s ′ and v to w resulting in commitment
c ∗ . The commitment is signed and c ∗ along with the accumulator’s
half of the decommitment value d ′′ and the corresponding signature
σ ∗ are sent to the user who verifies them.
Claiming a balance and redeeming points. The Vfy protocol
works the same way as the Accum protocol except that the balance
w is not treated as a secret anymore. That means the balance (or

more precisely W := д1w ) is not a witness but part of the statement
(3)
x in the language L pk defined by
I









































∃ c, σ ∈ G 2 ;
pkU , U1, D, S ′, U1′, D ′ ∈ G 1 ;
skU , u 1, r ∈ Zp :
(c ′, (S, t, u 2 ), hid, W )

E.Enc(pkT , pkU ; r ) = hid
C.Open(CRScom, (S, W , pkU , U1 ), c, D) = 1






















sk

(9)








C.Open(CRScom, (S ′, W , pkU , U1′ ), c ′, D ′ ) = 1 



S.Vfy(pksig, σ, c) = 1

sk
u
pkU = д1 U , U1 = д1 1 , t = skU u 2 + u 1











for which U generates a proof using P3.
Double-spending detection. The IdentDS and VerifyGuilt algorithms are given in Fig. 10. To see why IdentDS is working,
observe the following: Firstly, to use a specific token τ in an Accum
or Vfy protocol run, a (potentially malicious) user is forced to reveal
the fixed token version number s, because s is bound to τ by being
contained in the signed commitment c. The proof π asserts that
this is indeed the case even if c and σ are not revealed explicitly.
Secondly, for a specific token τ the commitment c and the proof π
also enforce that the fixed user secret key sk U and the fixed randomness u 1 of the double-spending tag as well as a freshly chosen
challenge value u 2 are always used in a Accum or Vfy protocol run
to calculate t = sk U u 2 + u 1 . Hence, double-spending a token reveals the same token version number s 1 = s 2 and involve different
challenges u 2 , u 2′ with overwhelming probability. In this case, we
can easily extract sk U given t = sk U u 2 + u 1 and t ′ = sk U u 2′ + u 1 .
The proof of guilt Π is simply set to be sk U , which is assumed to
be hard to compute given pk U only.11

5

SECURITY AND PRIVACY THEOREMS

The following theorems state that the instantiation described in
the previous section fulfills the security and privacy definitions
given in Sections 3.3 and 3.4, provided that all the building blocks
are secure. For a formal definition of our building blocks and their
properties as well as complete proofs of Theorems 5.1 to 5.7, we
refer the reader to the full version of our paper [22]. In the following
we only formally state the theorems and point out the main proof
ideas.

5.1

System Security

Theorem 5.1 (Trapdoor-Linkability). If BBAP and E are correct, and P2 and P3 are perfectly sound, then BBAP is trapdoorlinkable.
Recall that trapdoor-linkability demands completeness and extractability. The completeness property is satisfied since the soundness of P2 (P3) ensures that any hid which is the output of AC (V)
is a proper encryption of some valid public key pk U . As BBAP is
correct, an honest user holding pk U could have created a token and
afterwards used this token which resulted in the hidden user ID
hid (assuming appropriate encryption randomness). Extractability
is satisfied, provided that E is correct, since for an honest user, hid
will always be the encryption of his public key pk U .
11 Of

Theorem 5.2 (Owner-Binding wrt. Issue). If the Co-CDH as(1)
sumption holds and P1 is perfectly F gp -extractable, then BBAP is
owner-binding with respect to Issue.

course, we need to show that honest protocol runs do not reveal significant
information about skU .

The extractability property of P1 asserts that д2 U can be extracted from the proof given during the protocol. This value is a
sk
solution to the Co-CDH instance д1 , д2 , д1 U = pk U .
Theorem 5.3 (Owner-Binding wrt. Accum and Vfy). If P1, P2,
(1)
(2)
(3)
P3 are perfectly F gp -, F gp -, and F gp -extractable, respectively, C is
′
F gp -binding, S is EUF-CMA secure, and E is correct, then BBAP is
owner-binding with respect to Accum and Vfy.
Consider the first call to MalAcc or MalVer that fulfills the winning condition of the experiment. The soundness of the NIZKs, the
′ -binding of C and the correctness of E ensure that the public
F gp
key pk U extracted from the corresponding NIZK proof and the key
pk ′U extracted by ExtractUID from the corresponding hid token
are well-defined and identical. Now, distinguish two cases with
respect to the commitment c (which fixes pk U ) extracted from
the proof: a) either c is a fresh commitment or b) it is a replayed
commitment from a previous protocol invocation. Case a) is an immediate violation of the EUF-CMA security of the signature scheme,
as only signed commitments can lead to acceptable protocol executions. Case b) implies that the adversary was able to equivocate
c to pk . This contradicts the
an old commitment from some pk
U
U
′ -binding property of the commitment (after exploitation of the
F gp
soundness of the NIZKs).
Theorem 5.4 (Double-Spending Detection). If P1, P2, P3 are
(1)
(2)
(3)
perfectly F gp -, F gp -, and F gp -extractable, respectively, C is additively
′
homomorphic and F gp -binding, S is EUF-CMA secure, and E is correct,
then BBAP ensures double-spending detection.
The proof considers each of the three possible winning conditions separately. The last winning condition can be immediately
ruled out by our protocol definition.
If the first winning condition holds, there are two double-spending tags with the same token version number s but different user
(1)
(2)
public keys pk U and pk U . Consider the commitments c 1 and c 2
that can be extracted from the proofs sent by the adversary in
each of the corresponding protocol executions. If c 1 = c 2 holds,
′ -binding property of C as the adversary is able
this violates the F gp
to equivoke the same commitment to two different user IDs. If
c 1 , c 2 holds, two sub-cases needs to be considered. If at least
one of the commitments is a fresh commitment, this immediately
contradicts the EUF-CMA security of S by the same argument as in
Theorem 5.3. If both commitments are replayed commitments of
former protocol invocations, they are already associated to some
version numbers s 1 and s 2 , respectively. As version numbers are
uniformly drawn from Zp in each protocol invocation, si = s only
holds with negligible probability. (Here, the Blum-like coin tossing
requires the homomorphism of C.) Hence, the adversary is able to
equivoke the commitments to the winning version number s which
′ -binding property.
again contradicts the F gp
(1)

If the second winning condition holds, ExtractUID extracts pk U
(2)
pk U

=
from the protocol invocations but IdentDS returns a different value (or ⊥) given dstag1 = (s, (t, u 2 )) and dstag2 = (s, (t ′, u 2′ )).

Table 1: User execution times for our instantiation

From the extractability of the NIZKs and the correctness of E, it follows that t and t ′ have been computed using the same sk U . Hence,
considering IdentDS, either u 2 = u 2′ or u 1 , u 1′ . The first case only
occurs with negligible probability. The second case implies that
that either both corresponding commitments (fixing u 1 and u 1′ ) are
′ -binding property of C is
equal or not. Thus, again either the F gp
violated or the EUF-CMA security of S.
Theorem 5.5 (Balance-Binding). If P1, P2, P3 are perfectly
(1)
(2)
(3)
′ -binding, S is
F gp -, F gp -, and F gp -extractable, respectively, C is F gp
EUF-CMA secure, and E is correct, then BBAP is balance-binding.
The proof proceeds in a sequence of game hops from the real
game to a modified game where the adversary always loses by
definition of the game. We show that if any two consecutive games
would significantly differ, this results in adversaries against the
security of the building blocks. The high-level idea is to augment
each game by additional sanity checks between the adversary’s individual oracle calls to MalIssue, MalAcc or MalVer. These checks
transform the original game into one which asserts that (1) an
adversary cannot make the experiment miscount the balance associated with user ID pk U and (2) an adversary cannot overclaim
or underclaim this computed balance. The technical challenge is
to properly formalize these sanity checks. To this end, a directed
graph is introduced, where a path links the individual protocol
executions that belong to the same user. The checks assert that the
adversary cannot deviate from the correct balance along each path.

5.2

User Security and Privacy

Theorem 5.6. If P1, P2, P3 are composable zero-knowledge, C is
equivocable and E is IND-CPA secure, then BBAP is privacy-preserving.
This proof proceeds in a sequence of game hops that gradually
transform the real game into the ideal game in which no privacy
infringement can occur as all message are independent of userspecific data. The game hops are as follows: a) replace the honest
CRS by a CRS that allows simulation of NIZK proofs and equivocation of commitments, b) replace all proofs by simulated proofs, c)
replace commitments by fake commitments, d) choose a random
value instead of an honest double-spending tag, e) replace the hid
by an encryption of д10 . The complete proof has to deal with two
technical subtleties: a) The subroutine UVer needs to be re-defined
properly. If the commitments are replaced by fake commitments the
unmodified version always fails and thus an honest party playing
the user aborts. However, the check cannot just be skipped entirely
as otherwise the adversary could just send garbage, check if the
user aborts and thus easily distinguish between real and ideal. b)
The experiment needs to keep track of all interactions such that it
can come up with a correct balance upon corruption. To this end,
the oracles need some sort of shared state.
Theorem 5.7. If BBAP is privacy-preserving and the calculation
of discrete logarithms in G 1 is a computationally hard problem, then
BBAP ensures false accusation protection.
The oracles which the adversary is allowed to use are a subset
of the oracles of the privacy game. Assume there is an efficient
adversary that wins the false-accusation game with non-negligible
probability. Replace all oracles by their ideal counterparts using the

Algorithm
Issue
Acc
Vrfy

Execution Time
[ms]

Data Sent
[Bytes]

Data Received
[Bytes]

115.27
385.61
375.73

672
3728
3664

320
320
320

same techniques as in the privacy proof. We distinguish two cases:
a) The adversary still outputs sk U with non-negligible probability.
This contradicts the DL assumption in G 1 . b) The adversary does not
output the correct sk U . This implies the existence of an adversary
who can distinguish between the real and the ideal privacy game.

6

PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

We evaluate the performance of our BBA+ instantiation by measuring execution times of the BBA+ protocols using a practical
implementation. To this end, network payload and execution time
on the user’s device is measured. We selected the smartphone as a
target platform suitable for mobile applications, since it has become
a familiar companion in everyday life to the majority of potential
users. An additional benefit of this platform is that a developer
using our scheme does not have to distribute any new hardware
and users are already acquainted with their device.
The issuer’s, accumulator’s or verifier’s performance is not measured, as we expect their hardware to be much more powerful. Not
included in our measurements are data-transmission times, since
they depend on external factors not influenced by BBA+. However, we provide estimations based on the prevalent transmission
technology NFC.
We evaluate our implementation on a OnePlus 3 smartphone. It
features a Snapdragon 820 Quad-Core processor (2 × 2.15 GHz & 2
× 1.6 GHz), 6 GB RAM and runs Android OS v7.1.1 (Nougat). The
implementation is done in C++14 using the RELIC toolkit v.0.4.1,
an open source library with support for pairing-friendly elliptic
curves under the LGPL license [5].

6.1

Bilinear Groups

The digital signature scheme, the commitment scheme and the
non-interactive zero-knowledge proof system all build on pairingfriendly elliptic curves. We configured RELIC with curves of 254bit order, the minimal supported size for pairing-friendly curves
that exceed 80 bit security. With this parameter choice the toolkit
configures itself to use the Barreto-Naehrig curves Fp254BNb and
Fp254n2BNb presented by Aranha et al. [7, 26].
We select the optimal Ate pairing as RELIC’s pairing function
since current speed records are achieved using this function [29].
To further optimize the performance of BBA+, one might use a
custom implementation of elliptic curves with a compatible bilinear
map, optimized for this purpose. We emphasize however, that RELIC
itself already delivers very promising execution times.

6.2

Implementation Results

Table 1 shows the average execution times for the respective BBA+
protocols on the user device and the amount of data that has to be

transmitted from the device to the issuer, accumulator, or verifier
and vice versa. To obtain a compact data stream for network transfer
while maintaining generality, we serialized each element as a length
byte, followed by its internal serialization. The size of a data packet
could further be reduced using compression algorithms. Note that
these are average execution times measured on a smartphone during
regular use. The operating system’s scheduler interferes with the
computations and thus single protocol execution times may vary.
As a reference value for an acceptable execution time, we consider one second to be a reasonable upper bound. All protocols of
BBA+ execute in less than 400ms on the user’s side. If we use, for
example, NFC with its maximum transmission speed of 424 kbit/s,
it would take less than 80ms to transmit all data for any of the protocols from/to the communication terminal. This leaves more than
500ms to transmit data packets over the network to the protocol
partner, have him compute his part of the protocol and respond to
the user. Assuming that the issuer, accumulator, and verifier run
a powerful back-end, it should not be challenging to execute an
entire protocol run in less than a second.

6.3

Further Optimizations

The RELIC toolkit is a multi-purpose library which is not mainly
optimized for pairing-based elliptic curve cryptography. Hence, we
might be able speed up our implementation by creating a dedicated
library focused on a highly optimized implementation of a pairingfriendly elliptic curve.
Regarding the Groth-Sahai proof system, we expect that a user
could significantly reduce his computations for generating a GS
proof by carefully applying the prover chosen CRS technique from
[18]. Moreover, there are ways to optimize the efficiency of the
verifier of a GS proof considerably. For instance, Herold et al. [23]
recently proposed a batch verification technique dedicated to GrothSahai proofs. Integrating these optimizations into our BBA+ instantion, could notably reduce the computational complexity of the
issuer, accumulator, and verifier.

7

APPLYING BBA+

In the following, we sketch important aspects when applying BBA+
in some selected scenarios. From a high-level perspective, applying
BBA+ to these scenarios seems mostly straightforward. Nonetheless,
there are some technical subtleties that needs to taken into account,
including:
• To guarantee security and privacy, the CRS needs to be set
up by a party which is trusted by both the operator (issuer,
accumulator, verifier) and the user.
• As the parties I, AC, and V all share the same secret key,
they need to trust each other (in particular, not to collude
with a malicious user).
• The values |v | being collected in a specific scenario need to be
upper bounded in a way such that no balance “wraparounds”
(in Zp ) occur during the lifetime of a token. Otherwise, a
user could wrongfully lose points. He could also gain points
if negative balances are allowed (e.g., when considering a
p−1
p−1
balance space Zp represented by {− 2 , . . . , 0, . . . , 2 }).
• It needs to be ensured that the application meets the restrictions imposed by the BBA+ security model. In particular,

user registration needs to be done out-of-band: The application needs to verify and store the (physical) identity of a
user and make sure his chosen public-key pk U is unique.
Furthermore, it must be ensured that that only a single token is issued per pk U . If for the same (natural) user more
than one token is required, then he may register multiple
pk U —one for each token. Management of (natural) users
and association of each pk U with a physical identity is out
of the scope of the BBA+ scheme.
• Users need to be forced to actually run the Accum or Vfy
protocol if the value v to be added is negative. How this
can be accomplished is application-specific. Remember, if
an application ensures this, the user is bound to continue
with the updated token in the next interaction and cannot
re-use an older version with a higher balance due to doublespending detection.

7.1

Customer Loyalty Systems

As a basic application, we outline how BBA+ can be used to create
a privacy-preserving loyalty system for customer retention. When
the operator initiates a loyalty program, he asks a trusted third party
(e.g., the Federal Commissioner for Data Protection and Freedom of
Information) to generate a CRS by running Setup. The trusted third
party then publishes the CRS and securely stores the trapdoor.
When the CRS has been created, the operator may generate a key
pair (pk I , sk I ) ← IGen(CRS) and publish pk I . Before a customer
is allowed to participate in the loyalty program, he must register
himself. The operator verifies the (physical) identity of the user,
ensures that pk U is unique and stores all information in some kind
of CRM system. Then the user and the operator execute the Issue
protocol to create a token for the user.
When the customer purchases some products, he executes the
AC protocol with the operator (e.g., represented by the cash register), where v is the number of points that the customer receives.
If the customer wants to redeem some points (say, v ′ ∈ N) to
obtain a voucher, he unveils his current balance w to the operator
(represented by some token remdemption machine), who checks
that w ≥ v ′ . The parties then execute the Vfy protocol with v :=
−v ′ = p −v ′ mod p. Note that there is no need to force the customer
to execute Vfy with a negative v, as he has an incentive to do so
(obtaining a voucher).
Using a balance space Zp = {0, . . . , p − 1}, balance wraparounds
are not an issue in this scenario: First, we avoid wraparounds that
could be caused by subtracting values by only executing Vfy if w ≥
v. Second, adding up positive points will not result in a wraparound
neither. To achieve a reasonable level of security, p is in the order
of 2250 (cf. Section 6.1) while a typical loyalty program grants one
point per expensed dollar. Hence, a user needs to spent about $ 1075
before a wraparound occurs.
In order to detect double-spending of collected points, the operator regularly scans his database for double-spending tags with
identical token version numbers. If there are some, he runs IdentDS
in order to obtain the public key pk U of the user who committed
double-spending and a proof of guilt Π. He then looks up the name
and address of the user with key pk U and can contact him about
this issue.

7.2

Micropayments in Vehicle-to-Grid

As the world slowly moves toward more ecologically friendly, renewable and natural sources of energy, the problem of storing large
amounts of energy is emerging. For example, the supply of solar
and wind power depend on external circumstances, and thus energy
harvested from these sources must be stored in order to be able to
revert to this energy when the natural supply is low, e. g. at night.
One approach for storing and resupplying this energy is to use the
batteries of electric cars while they are parked. This is known as
Vehicle-to-Grid power transfer, and involves micro-trading.
In this setting, BBA+ can be used to realize the transfer of money.
Here, an electricity provider may take the role of the issuer, accumulator, and verifier, respectively. The car owner (or his car, acting
autonomously) is a user. Depending on the supply of energy in the
net and the charging level of the car’s battery, the car autonomously
sells or buys energy in exchange for points.
This raises the question how the user can be forced to actually
run the Vfy protocol in order to lose points when charging his
battery. The simplest solution is to let the user prepay before any
charging takes place. A drawback of this approach is that a user
would lose money if he wants to leave before the charging process
is completed. For a more comfortable solution, this approach can
be augmented by a subsequent refund step (using Accum) if the
prepaid amount is not used up when leaving. This allows the user
to overbuy and gain more flexibility. Finally, our specific implementation enables a third solution preventing prepayments. The
Vfy protocol can be interleaved with the actual charging of energy.
Before the charging starts, the Vfy protocol is executed until the
message from the user to the operator has been sent. This ensures
that the operator has already learned a double-spending tag for the
current token. Please note, that the final value v that must be paid
(which is unknown by now) is not yet required by the protocol.
This input can be postponed. After the charging terminates, v is
calculated and the Vfy protocol is resumed. If a user decides to “run
away” without paying and does not finish the Vfy protocol run, he
will be detected during the next interaction. This is because he has
not received a fresh version of the token, but must reuse the old
version a second time.
When the points collected by the car are exhausted, the user
may buy additional points (using cash, bank transfer or another
commonplace payment method) to recharge his token. Likewise,
when the car has accumulated a large number of points, the car
owner may redeem the points collected by his car, in order to get
paid for the electricity his car has provided.

8

FUTURE EXTENSIONS

In this section we sketch how BBA+ could be extended by range
proofs and also point out future work regarding active adversaries.

8.1

Range Proofs

There are a variety of applications where it might be desirable not
to reveal the current balance w during the verification and redemption protocol. To overcome this issue, the Vfy protocol could be
extended by a range proof system such as [10] or [14]. Although
there has been great progress to increase the efficiency of those
proof systems, we deliberately did not include one in our basic

scheme, as even recent range proofs are still computationally expensive. So they may considerably slow down the execution on
low-end hardware like mobile devices. Nonetheless, as for certain
scenarios this privacy/efficiency tradeoff might be worthwhile, we
sketch how range proofs could be integrated into our instantiation.
8.1.1 High Level Overview. In the following, we explain the idea
of the range proof in [10]. Firstly, let us recap the trivial approach
to prove that a balance w is at least the redeemed value v, i. e.
w ∈ S := {v, . . . , N max } with N max being an upper bound on the
balance space. Here, the verifier would generate a signature on
every element of S and the prover would prove in ZK that it knows
a signature on its balance w. Obviously, this approach is prohibitive
if S grows proportional to the underlying group Zp as this yields
an exponentially large set for log p ∈ Θ(n).
In [10] Camenisch et al. exploit a q-ary representation of the
secret with at most η max digits to overcome this problem. Here,
q, η max ∈ N are design parameters that are chosen during system
setup such that N max := qηmax − 1 < p. For a fixed q, the maximal
admissible number of digits η max to represent a value is bounded
by η max ≤ ⌊logq p⌋ ∈ O(n). Assume the prover wants to prove
that a secret x ∈ Zp is contained in the range {0, . . . , qη − 1} for
some η ≤ η max . The verifier needs to generate only one signature
on each element in {0, . . . , q − 1}, the prover generates a q-ary
Íη−1
representation of the secret x = j=0 x j q j and then proves for
each digit x j (j ∈ {0, . . . , η − 1}) that the digit is contained in the
set {0, . . . , q − 1}, i. e. that it knows a signature for it.
Please note that this range proof is only applicable to a Zp -subset
whose size is a power of q. Depending on the tangible choice of q
and η max there are p − N max + 1 elements of the underlying group
that cannot be represented. In practical terms, this means that only
a subset of Zp can be used and “illegal” balances have to be avoided
by the protocol.
Moreover, the basic range proof only allows to show that a secret
x can be represented with η ≤ η max digits, i. e. that x ∈ {0, . . . , qη −
1} holds. But we need to prove a statement w ∈ {v, . . . , N max }
about a secret w and usually neither interval limit is located at
a q-power. In order to overcome this issue the prover conducts
two range proofs about a suitable shifted value and shows that
the shifted value lies in two different intervals whose limits are
aligned and whose intersection is the claimed range. For details on
the actual calculation see Section 8.1.3.
8.1.2 Design Choices and Notation. The efficiency of range
proofs heavily depends on the representation of the elements with
individual digits. This leaves space for some design decisions. The
design parameters q and η max are a trade-off between the number of
signatures and the size of the NIZK statement. Please note, that the
signatures can be pre-computed and re-used for all NIZKs. Hence,
a greater q and a smaller η max is usually beneficial.
We fix the representation Zp = {0, . . . , p − 1} ⊂ N, i. e. we
interpret elements of Zp as positive numbers with the usual ≤-order
inherited from N. This means we keep the protocols Accum and Vfy
separated and only extend the latter by a range proof. Moreover,
for the ease of notation we denote the first η max q-powers of д1
(q j )

by Q j := д1 for j = 0, . . . , η max − 1. These public constants are
(3)
an F gp -mapping of all relevant magnitudes of the positional digit

system. The system constants q, η max , N max are included in the
CRS.
8.1.3 Concrete Range Proof. As already stated, we want to proof
w ∈ {v, . . . , N max } and need to shift the values such that the interval limits fit into the proof scheme. In preparation let η ∈ [η max ] be
defined as η := ⌊logq (N max − v)⌋ + 1 and N := qη − 1, i. e. N + 1 is
the smallest q-power greater than N max − v. It follows
w ∈ {v, . . . , N max }
⇔ N max − w ∈ {0, . . . , N max − v}
⇔ N max − w ∈ {0, . . . , N } ∩ {N max − v − N , . . . , N max − v}

N max − w ∈ {0, . . . , N } ∧
⇔
N + v − w ∈ {0, . . . , N }
η−1

Õ


′
′

∃
w
,
.
.
.
,
w
∈
{0,
.
.
.
,
q
−
1}
:
N
−
w
=
w j′q j

max
0
η−1




j=0
⇔
η−1

Õ


′′


∃ w 0′′, . . . , w η−1
∈ {0, . . . , q − 1} : N + v − w =
w j′′q j



j=0
(10)

In our instantiation of the BBA+ scheme, openings of commitments are elements from the implicit message space G 1 . For this
(3)
reason, w does not directly become part of the witness but an F gp mapping W = д1w and Eq. (10) translates into a statement about
(3)

group elements. For an F gp -mapped balance W ∈ G 1 the user
proves
′
∃ w 0′ , . . . , w η−1
∈ Zp : W

′′
∃ w 0′′, . . . , w η−1
∈ Zp : W

η−1
Ö
j=0
η−1
Ö
j=0

w j′

= д1Nmax

(11)

w j′′

= д1N +v .

(12)

Qj
Qj

These are multi-scalar multiplication equations (MSEs) and therefore fit into our Groth-Sahai proof system. 12
Note, that in contrast to Eq. (10) the Eqs. (11) and (12) do not
assert that w j′ , w j′′ ∈ {0, . . . , q − 1}. Hence, the user must additionally prove that w j′ , w j′′ are indeed valid digits. For each digit
i ∈ {0, . . . , q − 1} let σi := S.Sgn(sksig , д2i ) be a corresponding
signature using signature scheme S. Then the user proves
∀ j ∈ {0, . . . , η − 1} :
w′

S.Vfy(pksig , д2 j , σw j′ ) = 1

∧

w ′′

S.Vfy(pksig , д2 j , σw j′′ ) = 1.
(13)

in order to show that it knows a valid signature for each digit. These
expand into two power-product equations (PPEs) each, using the
signature scheme from [1]. In summary, including a range proof
into the BBA+ scheme increases the NIZK of the Vfy protocol by 2
MSEs for correctness of representation and 4η PPEs for correctness
of the digits.
This concludes our description. We leave it as future work to
implement such a range proof and evaluate the absolute runtime
12 Groth-Sahai

distinguish between different types of equations that are supported by
their proof system.

penalty for concrete choices of q and η max . Moreover, the security
model and proofs must be adopted to the new setting in order to
formally reestablish the security guarantees.

8.2

Fully Active Adversaries

In the security model described in Section 3.3, we consider adversaries that may arbitrarily deviate from the protocol. In the full
version of the paper [22], we give a full-fledged security model,
where the adversary may additionally eavesdrop on protocol executions of honest users in several security experiments.
However, even in our full-fledged model, the adversary does
not control the network and therefore cannot tamper with the
messages of honest parties but is restricted to passively eavesdrop.
In other words, man-in-the-middle attacks are excluded by the
model. While we believe this is a realistic model for several of the
applications mentioned before, where the user and the operator
(issuer, accumulator, and verifier) are in direct contact with each
other, it may be insufficient if communication is done over a widearea network.
We therefore consider it interesting to extend our model to adversaries that are not restricted to passively eavesdrop on honest
users, but may arbitrarily tamper with their communication as a
man-in-the-middle. However, we leave extending our model and
construction to such adversaries as future work.
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